YOUTH CLIMATE
ASSOCIATION
NORTHERN
IRELAND
INDIA LOGANRILEY
“Climate change is an outcome
of colonization, which has
removed Indigenous
communities’ ability to defend
the land and the water.”
An activist and conservationist, India
Logan-Riley is dedicated to making
Indigenous rights central to the global
movement for climate justice. She is a
member of Te Ara Whatu, a group of
young Māori and Pasifika activists in
New Zealand, and was part of the
first ever Indigenous youth delegation
to attend a U.N. climate conference at
the COP 23 in Bonn, Germany, in
2017.
source https://news.globallandscapesforum.org/37957/5indigenous-youth-activists-to-start-following/
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New LOGo who dis?

YCANI would like to thank @sadiebearzan for
their fantastic work and support, helping this
organisation!

First time
Physical Striking
What to Expect
Protesting with us is a great way to take
action on the climate crisis, and get our
voices heard so the people in power listen, so
expect to feel empowered! The protests and
striking from school, college or work can
seem intimidating at first, however we’re all
young people and we’re all in the same boat.

If you’re worried about something, you can
talk to one of us. We’re all there to protect
each other - there are usually some adults at
our strikes, so there’s that as well. In addition
to this, expect chanting, creative signs,
speeches, a good atmosphere and more!

First Time
Physical Striking
What to bring
A face mask and hand
sanitiser to protect you
and others and to comply
with the current COVID19 regulations. Food (or
money so you can buy a
snack.)Water to ensure
you’re staying hydrated.
A coat or hoodie if its
cold. Sunglasses, hat,
and sun-cream if it’s hot

Plannning ahead
Check the weather
forecast before you go
so you know what to
wear and if you should
bring a raincoat or not
for example. Also, make
sure you know how to
get to the strike/protest
location! You can always
plan your journey to the
strike location using
translink and google
maps.

Sign Inspiration
Whether you're planning to join us in the
streets with your local group or digital strike
at home, here’s some of the signs we have
made for inspiration!

Sign Inspiration

Digital Striking - a guide
Protesting digitally is an empowering way
to take action for many people who care
about climate justice or any other issues
but are physically unable to go to protests,
or those who are vulnerable to the
coronavirus so they cannot attend our
socially distanced physical protests that we
(YCANI) have been holding lately.

@fff.digital is an excellent platform who
are a part of the global Fridays For Future
movement and their aim is to give a voice
to those unable to strike, which a lot of
young activists and youths have been using
during lockdown to spread awareness of
the climate crisis through social media.

Digital Striking - a guide
It shows that the climate movement will
listen to the science of telling us we need
to stay inside and take measures to stop
the spread of the coronavirus as well as
the science of the climate crisis. It’s a great
way to express your solidarity with the
Fridays For Future movement!
To digital protest, simply make a sign that
you would want to take to a protest and
put a climate message on it eg “SYSTEM
CHANGE NOT CLIMATE CHANGE”, post it
on a Friday and tag your local strike
group, YCANI and FFF digital!

Georgia Allen

Belfast Green recovery
Protest

“Felt really empowering and great to see
everyone” - Georgia Allen

A strikers persepcitve

"It's easier to face the climate
crisis when standing beside
people who understand and
care in the same way you do"
- Holly Harrison

“ It was really great
being back on the
streets fighting for
climate justice and a
green recovery for NI” Andra

A strikers Perspective

"The oppertunity to speak about Tyrones
environmental issues in Belfast proved to me
that we are stronger as a united nation-wide
movement and that there is room for everyone
in our activism" - Aoibhin

A strikers Perspective

I haven't felt
more inspired
than I was
standing
amongst
fellow youths
for a cause
we all believe
in - Ethan
"It was amazing
to finally get
back to fighting
for the
environment
and to see
everyone after
so long" Martha

Special Thanks to
our Speakers at the
Belfast Recovery
Protest

Anna Kernahan
Orlagh Duncan
Aoibhin Spriggs

Belfast Green Recovery
Protest
A special thanks to Bayview Media for
these brilliant photos!
For more information about their services go to
http://bayviewmedia.co.uk/

Lungs of the Earth
Sarah Mags

There's a lot more to forests than we see,
For example did you know there are mother
trees?
Like us, they pass on wisdom to their children.
Can't you just imagine them saying something
like:
"So son, it's about time you learn the tree trade,
of how to make Oxygen"...
That's just one reason why we should help save
our environment,
help it regenerate, there's no need for all this
violence!
Don't you think, that our planet deserves a
happy retirement??!
Our forests are under many threats;
like bark Beatles and logging,
So stop shopping and go help!
before our trees start sobbing..
Our planet is vulnerable,
Whilst we sit here comfortable,
So why don't we do something?!..
.before its time for Earths Memorial...

